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From the Prefect
It is our privilege to present to you this document of historical matter which is a reflection
of a portion of our heritage.
The MRC du Haut-Saint-Laurent has a highly archeological character. Several sites of
importance were discovered thanks to the many digs carried out during several years.
Much effort was involved in order to identify the archeological sites presented in this work.
These sites proved to be so exceptional that we created an interpretation centre which we
invite you to discover. And let us mention that the Droulers-Tsiionhiakwatha site, has just
been recognized as a National Historical Site of Canada.
We particularly make a point of thanking the ministry of Culture, Communications and the Female Condition
for the financial aid from which the archeological excavations profited. Our archeological sites have given us
incomparable treasures so it is wiht pride that we present this work on the archeological sites discovered on
the MRC du Haut-Saint-Laurent.

Alain Castagnier, prefet MRC du Haut -Saint-Laurent
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From the Archeologist
It is with great pleasure that I invite you to discover this work which evokes the epopee of the
first farmers of Saint-Anicet, through their rich archeological past. In fact, the inventory and
the successful digs which took place the last few years made it possible to update a complex
of sites unique in Quebec and of significant national importance. The MRC du Haut-SaintLaurent has managed the project with the financial participation of the ministry of Culture,
Communications and Female condition as well as Direction de la Montérégie.
After having found ten archeological sites with my team, including three major villages, and
having extracted more than 243 000 objects from the ground, I realize the privilege I have
as an archaeologist to be able to work in the area of Saint-Anicet. But the most beautiful discovery I made is
the people who live there and more particularly those who enabled us to intervene on their properties, proud
of the history of their piece of land and their area. Thank you again! It is to you, especially, that I dedicate this
booklet.

Michel Gagné, archeologist

History of astonishing discoveries

Often, the more important discoveries in the field of science begin
in an anecdotal way. The history of archeological research in the
area of Saint-Anicet does not escape from it. It begins here nearly
two centuries ago in the back country, on the Scotch’s rock slopes,
or Highland Ridge, where around 1826, a newly arrived Scottish
colonist, while plowing his field, discovers objects of archeological
significance.
At that time, Angus McPherson, owned part of the old lot 39, 1st
rank, Dundee road, which is located at the East of Cooper rise and
extends on four kilometers by 400 meters, from La Guerre river to
highway 132.
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By a fortunate coincidence, Robert Sellar, the editor of The Gleaner, Huntingdon’s newspaper hears about Mr.
McPherson’s testimony and incorporates it in his excellent work on the daily life of the first settlers in the area, which
is published in 1888 under the title « The History of the County of Huntingdon and of the Seigniories of Chateauguay
& Beauharnois ». The short passage reads as follow:
«There was a clearing on the top of a knoll on our lot, in which, on hoeing in corn and
potatoes, we found bits of pottery, shells, and arrowheads, leading us to suppose that
Indians had once had a camp there»
More than a century passes before this quotation, at first sight minor, finds itself under the enlightened
eyes of professor Norman Clermont of the University of Montreal. This marks the start of an
extraordinary adventure which will lead to the discovery of several archaeological sites of national
importance in the area of Saint-Anicet.

Exceptional archeological sites

In their quest of the past, it was very difficult for acheologists progress in the field. Indeed, while attempting to
build an archeological inventory, it was necessary to actually take machetes in hand and cut trough densely wooded
areas of the back country, all the while fighting their way through thornyash and other invasive species of almost
impenetrable bush.
After only a few years of investigation, the Saint-Anicet area has proven to be an exceptional sector, having delivered
no less than ten new archaeological sites. With the passing years, archaeologists have located three major villages;
the McDonald site, the Doulers site and the Mailhot-Curran site, on the slopes of the back country and seven other
sites linked to specialized activities including one small hamlet connected to agricultural activities as well as hunting
and fishing camps.
As a whole, these sites refer to the occupation of the territory by the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians, a group of sedentary
horticulturists that the French explorer Jacques Cartier met during his travels on the Saint Lawrence river, in particular
in Hochelaga (island of Montreal) and Stadaconé (area of Quebec).
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In light of the available data, it seems that the Amerindian population started to be established in the area of SaintAnicet around 1320 and extended and grew until around the year 1600 of our era.
The Amerindians of Saint-Anicet belong to the great linguistic and cultural Iroquoian family, itself made up of ten
distinct people which occupy areas of the states of New York and Pennsylvania as well as the south of Ontario
and of Quebec. These ten are the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians, the Huron or Wendats, the Neutrals, Pétun, Eries and
Cayugas, Onondagas, Oneidas, Mohawks and Senecas. The last five tribes form a federation known as the League
of the Five Nations which are commonly called « Iroquois ».
These people share comparable sedentary lifestyles and cultural features. Among those, they cultivate the ground
and live all year long in permanent villages frequently protected by wooden palisades made from wood piles.
Generally, these villages are located on hillocks or slopes close to small rivers or brooks with a flow sufficient to
ensure a constant water supply.

Usually, the useful lifespan of a village establishment does not exceed 20 years.
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Several factors explain the need for changing the site of the villages. Among
those, one can mention the empove rishment of the ground which translates
loss ofcultures, the exhaustion of faunal resources and the progressive
degradation of the dwellings. If one takes into account the extent of the
occupied territory, the area of Saint-Anicet could actually conceal more than
thirty villages going back to this era. To date, archeologists have identified three
villages of national importance in the sector.
© Aventuriers de l’archéologie dans le Haut-Saint-Laurent

The McDonald site; Quebec’s agricultural cradle
The first village discovered is located close to the road bearing the same name and
constitutes the oldest village establishment listed in all the Saint Lawrence valley.
Occupied towards 1320 of our era, the site shows an exceptional state of conservation,
so that it currently represents the only completely intact village found on all of Quebec’s
territory. In this time, the site lodged less than one hundred people which would make
up approximately 20 families.
Up to now, the archeological excavations led to the discovery of three long houses
perfectly representative of the dwellings typical of Iroquoians of this period. Directly
connected with these dwellings, more than 60 000 objects and fragments of artifacts
were found on the spot, thus giving an account of the realities of the daily life of
Iroquoians. Among those, the remainders of corn grains recovered at the time of the
excavations are now regarded as the oldest found in a village context in Quebec.
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The Droulers site; capital of the area of Saint-Anicet
For its part, the Droulers site, located at the intersection of the Cooper rise and Leahy Road, represents the most
important Iroquoian village found on Quebec’s territory in terms of surface size and quality of the material discovered.
In fact, the Droulers site appears on the short list of major archeological sites identified up to now in Quebec.
Dated around 1450 AD, it extends, to this day, on more than 12 500 square meters
and has, delivered an impressive collection adding up to nearly 160 000 artifacts.
The richness of the archeological site is such that it is estimated at more than
7 million the number of objects still hidden in the ground. At its apogee, the
Droulers site counted nearly 800 people occupying about fifteen long-houses. At
the time, this was probably the more important village in the area. In this context,
it is not surprising to know that the Droulers site is now recognized as a National
Historical Place of Canada, in recongnition of its historical and scientific interest.
© MRC le Haut-Saint-Laurent, picture by Michel Gagné
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The Mailhot-Curran site; testimony of a period of great
upheavals
Located at the south of the Curran road, between the Quesnel rise and the Cooper rise, the Mailhot-Curran site
represents the only example known in Quebec of an Iroquoian village inexistence at the end of the 16th century.
The site delivered up to now more than 23 000 objects at the time of archeological excavations. Moreover, an
important part of the archeological site is in a very good state of conservation and it is estimated that the space
could accomodate three or four long houses and shelter nearly 100 individuals.
The importance of the Mailhot-Curran site is dependent of that turning point in time at the end of the 16th
century. Indeed, as the village is occupied a short time before the dispersion of the population, the site could
prove determining concerning the knowledge of what happened in the Saint Lawrence valley. In 1603, when
Samuel de Champlain visits the interior of the Saint Lawrence valley, he notes that the territory is not inhabited
anymore by the Iroquoian groups which had met the explorer Jacques Cartier in Hochelaga and Stadaconé a
few decades earlier (1534, 1535 and 1540). However, still today, the reasons of their disappearance cause many
questions among the specialists.
In conclusion, the area of Saint-Anicet/Cazaville presently claims about fifteen archeological sites distributed
on nearly 200 square kilometers. These archeological sites cover an important portion of the cultural history of
the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians, from the beginning of agriculture at the beginning of the 14th century, until the
arrival of the first European explorers around the middle of the 16th century. Among the sites in question were
7 found three village establishments, that is to say the oldest, the McDonald site, the most imposing, the Droulers
site, and finally the most recent known in Quebec, the Mailhot-Curran site. Ultimately, this sector of the MRC du
Haut-Saint-Laurent includes the most important regrouping of major sites located away from rivers and allotted
to this cultural group in all the Saint Lawrence valley.
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UA remarkable material culture
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After the discovery of archeological artifacts at the time of the inventory, which required more than 1 500 survey
wells, the archeologists took a big step with research: the excavation of the archeological sites. Without this crucial
step and in the absence of written documents, it is very difficult, even impossible, to document adequately the
cultural history of a population. In the area of Saint-Anicet,the task was colossal with more than 1 000 square meters
excavated, but the results are beyond the hopes and testifies to the quality of the sites discovered.
In all, 243 106 objects were extracted from the ground, then washed, catalogued and analysed within the framework
of the excavations carried out on the three principal sites of the area. Indeed, it is in the area of Saint-Anicet that one
find the most important assemblies of ceramic vases, tools made of bone and pipes from that time found in Quebec.
The area gathers also one of the most significant collection of culinary vestiges (bones from mammals, fishes and
birds) and of remains of domesticated and wild plants (grains and corn-cob, beans, squashes and sunflowers, etc.)
of great significance discovered in iroquoian villages in the east of Canada.
Also, the fact that the sites are almost intact made it possible to identify the site of several long houses using the
typical layout left by vestiges of alignments of fireplaces hearths and the pantry and/or waste pits present generally
in these dwellings. In all, more than one dozen long houses of approximately 30 meters long were localised up until
now in the three villages discovered in the area, of which only three were the subject of a complete excavation.

© Pascal Gélinas,
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Cultural history of the saint-Anicet Iroquoians:
A farmers society
After having approached the history of discoveries and clarified the importance of
the sites and the quality of the discovered objects, we are now evoking the cultural
history of Iroquoians by taking into account the period of occupation of the three
principal archeological sites discovered in the area; the McDonald, the Droulers and
the Mailhot-Curran sites.
Iroquoian occupation in the back-country of the area of Saint-Anicet starts towards
1320 AD with the establishment of small semi sedentary communities who set up
long houses on the slopes near the La Guerre River. At this period, one slowly begins
horticulture experimentation as suggested by the scattered remains of corn grains
found on the McDonald site.
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However, the essence of the daily diet of some 100 inhabitants in this small pioneer village comes from hunting,
particularly deer, bear and beaver. Fishing is also present as testified by the remainders of 8 fish species found on the
site. Moreover, it is probable that at the time of their travels on the river, they probably met outside groups because
objects made out of stone coming from the south-west of Ontario were discovered on the site. One can even think
that the network of trade or extends still much farther east, towards the coast of the Atlantic ocean, because even
a shark tooth fossil was found on the McDonald site!
Later, around 1450, small communities gathered to form more important villages away from the Saint-Lawrence
river. Located nearly eight kilometers from the river, the McDonald site is a typical example of a village from that
period. With its apogee towards the middle of the 15th century, the village of the Droulers site counts nearly 800
individuals living in about fifteen long houses. The village is then surrounded by a palisade which acts as protection
against invaders, bad weather and wild beasts.
At the same time that these changes occur, domestic objects evolve to become increasingly sophisticated, as
demonstrated by the finely decorated ceramic vases, used for cooking and food storage, in addition to hunting
and fishing tools made of bones which are increasingly advanced. To nourish this growing population, Iroquoians
of the Droulers site clear massively around the village and incorporate other plants in their food: bean, squash and
sunflower. However, the principal horticultural production remains corn which can fill up to 75% of the daily needs.
However, one needs on average one acre of cultivated space to provide for the needs of an individual for a year.
Identified thanks to corn pollens in the ground, the old fields cultivated by Iroquoians still include many stone mounts
which testifiy to the activities then in force in the preparation for a zone of culture. In complement, at that time the
collection of small fruits also takes more importance as indicated by the discovery of many carbonized remainders
of cherries, cenelles, grapes and wild raspberries. Like the cultivated spaces, the hunting and fishing zones covered
are gigantic, extending close to the island of Montreal downstream and probably as much upstream on the river,
thus supporting the contacts and exchanges with other groups from outside the area.

Objects made of stone and coming from Lake Erie in Ontario, as well as the center of the state of New York were
found on the site.
Almost a century later, around the time the arrival of Jacques Cartier, conflicts oppose various nations in the Saint
Lawrence valley, also touching the Saint-Anicet Iroquoians. In answer to the always growing dangers, the latter
seek to be established in less vulnerable places; small villages located further away from the Saint- Lawrence river,
like the Mailhot-Curran site.
The adjustement to the new conditions makes it so that agricultural practices gradually loses their importance.
Hunting and fishing again become the foreground activities of subsistence. For example, on Mailhot-Curran, the
remains of 17 different species of fish were found of which the most important number are the yellow perch, the
eel, the doré, the white, yellow and red knight, the northern pike, the catostome, the small-mouth bass, the brown
catfish, the river catfish and bearded catfish. One finds also some osseous fragments coming from mullet, white
perch, pumpkinseed, brook trout and the muskellunge.
Gradually, as the threats intensify on the Saint Lawrence, inhabitants of Mailhot-Curran seem to forsake the
neighborhood of the river to exploit further the Châteauguay river catchment area, as the presence on the site has
remains of white perch (species still present today in the Châteauguay and Hinchinbrooke rivers) as suggestsed by
large numbers.
After the arrival of the first colonists of French, Scottish and Irish origin, at the beginning of the 19th century, the
Amerindians still visited the area. They are found along the LaGuerre River in the fall for the gathering of black ash
which is used to manufacture the baskets for the harvest of small fruits which abound particularly at this location.
On the other hand, from this moment on, the continuation of their history escapes us. Akwesasne elders still identify
the area of Saint-Anicet with the name « Tsiionhiakwatha », which means « where we pick berries ».
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From the ground to the museum:
Highlighting exceptional archaeological resources
The development of archaeological resources remains a great step in the diffusion of knowledge acquired on
the regional history. In the area of Saint-Anicet, the MRC du Haut-Saint-Laurent is at the origin of a project of
development which testifies to the exceptional character of the archaeological sites on the territory. Indeed, at the
time of excavations on the Droulers site, a sensitization program intended for school students was set up and the
construction of an interpretation centre became essential.
The interpretation centre of the Droulers/Tsiionhiakwatha site opened its doors officially in the spring of 2001.
Included inside a palisaded enclosure, the interpretation centre invites visitors to an immersion in the universe of
the Saint Lawrence Iroquoians. Installations in the centre evoke the atmosphere of a village in the middle of the
15th century, with its gardens and its structures being used for the treatment (smoking room and dryer) of game
and fish, dispersed around three authentic long houses.
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Complementary to this, the centre offers reception and interpretation areas with a permanent exhibit of objects found
on the archaeological sites in the area. With all these assets, the Droulers/Tsiionhiakwatha site is certainly a place of
interpretation out of the ordinary where it is possible to live a unique experiment with a didactic approach of great
quality. To conclude the project of the Droulers/Tsiionhiakwatha site, the MRC has had the constant implication of
several ministries and of regional and governmental organizations. After only a few years, the centre has experienced
a great success and as the success grows, so does the value of tourism as well as a national recognition for its historical
and patrimonial value. We thus invite you to visit the interpretation centre where a knowledgeable team will help
you discover the attractive world of the Saint-Anicet Iroquoians, first farmers of Quebec.
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